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the asus z270 motherboards are designed to bring
the best from the latest nvidia and amd processors.
asus z270 motherboard offers a unique combination

of the latest hardware design, advanced
technologies and quality components. most of the

asus z270 motherboards have the same basic
configuration to provide best compatibility and

perfect performance. this motherboards are also
compatible with the latest usb type-c port and m.2

2280 sata express interface. rog strix motherboards
undergo an extensive certification program to

ensure the very best compatibility with the widest
range of components and devices. for a smooth

build process, refer to our list of guaranteed-
compatible components. to help with memory

upgrades, the list also includes a dedicated qualified
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vendor list (qvl). amd ryzen 3000-series processors
are built to support future-proof systems. their
industry-leading architecture and multi-core

processing deliver maximum computing power for
the most demanding workloads. rog strix b450

motherboards built for amd ryzen processors are
fully compatible with both retail and enthusiast-
grade ryzen processors, allowing you to upgrade

your existing pc to the most powerful platform for a
whole new world of experience. back up and restore
your data in the blink of an eye, with this portable
hard drive that can be powered by a usb cable. the
drive comes with a usb 3.0 connector and a usb-c

cable, making it easy to power the drive with just a
usb-c adapter, no wall adapter required. the

portable drive also features a usb 2.0 connector to
connect to computers with a legacy port, for backup

and data migration. the drive features a shock-
resistant aluminum enclosure and a 360-degree spin

technology that ensures smooth, worry-free
operation. you can also use the drive to create a

portable archive for important data and documents.
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here is a list of genuine rog strix motherboards that
will work with ryzen 7, and the rest of the rog strix
lineup. we want to make sure you have the right
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motherboard to take advantage of the high-
performance amd 7th gen cpus and radeon rx

graphics. the motherboard features a total of nine
full-size hdmi ports, with the ability to link multiple
screens to a single gaming pc. with eight ddr4 slots

that support up to 64gb of memory, the rog strix
b450-f gaming can be configured for dual-channel
memory, allowing gamers to fully harness the full

power of ryzen processors. please see the rog strix
gaming 9 motherboard manual pdf free download

page for more details. the motherboard is not
compatible with the following models: b450-a,
b450-e, b450-f, b450-g, b450-h, b450-i, b450-j,

b450-k, b450-l, b450-m, b450-n, b450-p, b450-r,
b450-s, b450-u, b450-v, b450-w, b450-x, b450-y,
b450-z, b450-a, b450-b, b450-c, b450-d, b450-e,
b450-f, b450-g, b450-h, b450-i, b450-j, b450-k,

b450-l, b450-m, b450-n, b450-o, b450-p, b450-q,
b450-r, b450-s, b450-t, b450-u, b450-v, b450-w,

b450-x, b450-y, b450-z, b450-a1, b450-b1, b450-c1,
b450-d1, b450-e1, b450-f1, b450-g1, b450-h1,
b450-i1, b450-j1, b450-k1, b450-l1, b450-m1,
b450-n1, b450-o1, b450-p1, b450-q1, b450-r1,
b450-s1, b450-t1, b450-u1, b450-v1, b450-w1,

b450-x1, b450-y1, b450-z1. this product is part of
the rog strix portfolio, which was designed to offer
the best experience in performance and features in
the mid-range and high-end segment of the market.
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rog strix includes high-end features such as m.2
support, advanced power-saving technologies, and
3+2 phase power connectors on the motherboard.
we have also added several exclusive innovations,
such as a built-in rgb led strip on the motherboard

panel and a variety of pre-installed rgb lighting
strips, to further enhance the user experience.
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